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*Thanks to Emily Nurse for the use of her slides



Summary so far

• Introduction to MC event generators in data 
analysis

• How various particles are reconstructed in the data

• The importance of correcting for detector effects…

• …but of not extrapolating into unmeasured regions
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Correcting for acceptance affects

• AKA extrapolating outside the region we measure into full phase-
space: e.g. 
• pT > 25 GeV  pT > 0 GeV 

• |h| < 2.5  |h| < ∞ 

• Anyone can do this with their preferred SM prediction 
• no detector simulation needed (there’s no detector!)

• But be careful! We do not measure this region! 

• It is a bad idea to contaminate the precious data with the very 
theory we are trying to constrain!
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Correcting for acceptance affects
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Phys. Lett. B707 (2012) 459

Example:

• Run 1: Total 𝑡 ҧ𝑡 cross-section reported 
• but the measurement is made in the dilepton decay 

channel with pT > 25 GeV , |𝜂| < 2.5 , and various cuts on 
ET

miss, HT, jets etc.
• Only 1.7% of 𝑡 ҧ𝑡 events are used to measure the 𝑡 ҧ𝑡 cross-

section! 98.3% of events are not “seen”.
• Some of this is detector inefficiencies, but a large amount is an 

extrapolation to a completely unmeasured region!

stt = 177 ± 25 pb

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269311015231


Unfold
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Increase 

acceptance
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Increase 

acceptance
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Extrapolate
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Extrapolate
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But how 

reliably?
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Fiducial phase-space



Inaccessible. Removed by 

kinematics cuts, and not 

part of the fiducial cross 

section
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Fiducial phase-space
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Irrespective of detector efficiencies and resolution effects 
there are particular kinematic regions that we just don’t 
measure at all.
We do not have 4𝜋 detectors and we can’t go down to zero 
pT!

CMS

A fiducial phase-space is a set 
of selection criteria that can 
be applied to final-state 
“truth” particles

e.g.: Select events with one  
(and only one) muon with pT> 
25 GeV, |η|<2.4 and pT

miss > 
30 GeV.



Fiducial phase-space
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Irrespective of detector efficiencies and resolution effects 
there are particular kinematic regions that we just don’t 
measure at all.
We do not have 4𝜋 detectors and we can’t go down to zero 
pT!

CMS

A fiducial phase-space is a set 
of selection criteria that can 
be applied to final-state 
“truth” particles

e.g.: Select events with one  
(and only one) muon with pT> 
25 GeV, |η|<2.4 and pT

miss > 
30 GeV.

Many (but not all) 
theoretical predictions 
can be defined in a 
fiducial phase-space 
region and reliably 
compared to data in this 
region



Fiducial phase-space
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Irrespective of detector efficiencies and resolution effects 
there are particular kinematic regions that we just don’t 
measure at all.
We do not have 4𝜋 detectors and we can’t go down to zero 
pT!

CMS

A fiducial phase-space is a set 
of selection criteria that can 
be applied to final-state 
“truth” particles

e.g.: Select events with one  
(and only one) muon with pT> 
25 GeV, |η|<2.4 and pT

miss > 
30 GeV.

If you want to compare 
to a theory prediction 
that cannot be calculated 
in a fiducial phase space 
(e.g. using resummation
techniques) then provide 
a separate acceptance 
factor, but also publish 
the fiducial result!



Recall:
• electrons: stable
• muons:    “stable”     (t0 = 2.2ms, decays after ~1.2 km at 20 GeV) 
• taus:        unstable   (t0 = 0.3 ps, decays after about 1mm at 20 GeV)
• neutrinos: stable       (but invisible)
• Quarks, gluons  hadrons: “stable”  and unstable jets
• photons:   stable 
• W,Z,H,top: unstable (and not uniquely defined)

What is a final-state particle?
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Lots of useful advice and discussion here: https://cds.cern.ch/record/2022743

Common choice : 𝜏0 > 30 ps, after hadronization.

d = t0gv = ct0p/m
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Lots of useful advice and discussion here: https://cds.cern.ch/record/2022743

Common choice : 𝜏0 > 30 ps, after hadronization.

Hadron [ps] d @ 20 GeV Classification

p± 26,000 1 km “stable”

KS 90 1 m “stable”

B0 1.5 2 mm unstable

p0 8 x10-5 3.6 m unstable

d = t0gv = ct0p/m



What is a final-state electron/muon?
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• Electrons/muons from hadron decays are typically removed in the data analysis by 
isolation cuts / fake removal
 Can define “prompt leptons” to be “not-from-hadron decays” and only consider 

these : this is more robust and model-independent than asking that the lepton 
comes from a certain propagator in the hard process

 Well defined in Rivet (see tutorial), but you may need to also implement it in 
your experiment’s software

• Either define particle-level isolation, or correct for inefficiencies of these 
requirements
 It might be worth reconsidering this in specific analyses where proximity to jets 

has a large effect on results, for example



What is a final-state electron/muon?
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• Electrons and muons emit FSR photon radiation (and lots of it, especially in the 
collinear limit, especially for electrons). 
 For muons we measure the charged particle track, photon energy is not included
 For electrons we cluster calorimeter cells and most collinear radiation will be 

included in the energy measurement



What is a final-state electron/muon?
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• Electrons and muons emit FSR photon radiation (and lots of it, especially in the 
collinear limit, especially for electrons). 
 For muons we measure the charged particle track, photon energy is not included
 For electrons we cluster calorimeter cells and most collinear radiation will be 

included in the energy measurement
• We can define lepton momenta as:

1. Born leptons – as if FSR never happened (not what we measure, not actually 
measureable…)

born



What is a final-state electron/muon?
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• Electrons and muons emit FSR photon radiation (and lots of it, especially in the 
collinear limit, especially for electrons). 
 For muons we measure the charged particle track, photon energy is not included
 For electrons we cluster calorimeter cells and most collinear radiation will be 

included in the energy measurement
• We can define lepton momenta as:

1. Born leptons – as if FSR never happened (not what we measure, not actually 
measureable…)

2. Bare leptons – after all FSR (closest to muon measurement)

born

bare



What is a final-state electron/muon?
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• Electrons and muons emit FSR photon radiation (and lots of it, especially in the 
collinear limit, especially for electrons). 
 For muons we measure the charged particle track, photon energy is not included
 For electrons we cluster calorimeter cells and most collinear radiation will be 

included in the energy measurement
• We can define lepton momenta as:

1. Born leptons – as if FSR never happened (not what we measure, not actually 
measureable…)

2. Bare leptons – after all FSR (closest to muon measurement)
3. Dressed leptons – with the momenta of close-by photons “clustered” into the 

lepton momenta (closest to electron measurement)

born

bare
dressed : typically a △R < 0.1 
cone is used, but a jet algorithm 
may be better



What is a final-state electron or muon?
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• Electron and muon final states can be very different for bare leptons, but 
much closer for born and dressed leptons

• It is often argued that dressed should be used for both to allow for easy 
combination of final states. Also bare versus dressed is much closer for muons 
than bare versus dressed for electrons

• Similarly, fiducial phase space cuts often harmonized for the two, requiring a 
small extrapolation in phase space for one

 But electrons != muons
 We may want to retain sensitivity to differences (cf LHCb…)
 Perhaps it is better to measure both and publish correlations between 

uncertainties, and make choices that are best for each individual channel



What is a final-state tau?
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Leptonic decays
• The final state particles are 

electrons/muons and neutrinos
• Define fiducial phase-space with those 

(but we careful to check lepton efficiencies as e.g. 
impact parameter cuts can be less efficient for 
leptons from taus)

Recall: unstable (=0.1 mm

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjlhOmEktXjAhUDqxoKHdIDCLMQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://inspirehep.net/record/1262571/plots&psig=AOvVaw3h16-uaiIGgMOTL77XDh1b&ust=1564318209719261


What is a final-state tau?
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Hadronic decays
• Final state particles are hadrons (jets) and neutrinos
• Such a definition alone is complicated due to the large number of hadrons not from taus
• Experimental cuts reject backgrounds based on features of the jets, which are hard to 

replicate at the particle-level
• In this case a compromise might be best: require a hadron in the jet to have come from a 

prompt tau (this is not quite “final-state based”)
• There is not much experience here and more detailed studies would be interesting

Recall: unstable (=0.1 mm

t±
 p± p0 n

t±
 p± n

t±
 p± p0 p0 n

t±
 p± p± p n

t±
 p± p± p p0 n

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjlhOmEktXjAhUDqxoKHdIDCLMQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://inspirehep.net/record/1262571/plots&psig=AOvVaw3h16-uaiIGgMOTL77XDh1b&ust=1564318209719261


What is a final-state photon?
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• Analyses usually measure prompt, isolated photons
• Recall: Prompt means not-from-a-hadron-decay
• But photons can be further divided into those from the 

hard scatter and those from parton fragmentation

A particle-level isolation criteria is necessary to replicate the isolation applied at reco-level
Note in principle this could also be done for prompt leptons, but it is much less important 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi0mfC6u9fjAhUImBQKHT3kC6sQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Measurement-of-Inclusive-Isolated-Prompt-Photon-at-Hance/d817b6277c74e2ad6261c508571f1f45fd8408d7&psig=AOvVaw2KQa5ZuFqTimnoPRVI1Akk&ust=1564397898346782
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi0mfC6u9fjAhUImBQKHT3kC6sQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Measurement-of-Inclusive-Isolated-Prompt-Photon-at-Hance/d817b6277c74e2ad6261c508571f1f45fd8408d7&psig=AOvVaw2KQa5ZuFqTimnoPRVI1Akk&ust=1564397898346782


What is a final-state neutrino?
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Invisible in the detector and existence inferred by pT
miss

Recall:

*neutrinos are indistinguishable from BSM invisible particles

• Sometimes the momenta of (prompt?) invisible* particles are summed

• An alternative is to take – the sum of all the visible particles within detector 
acceptance, which is closer to what we measure but can be a bit complicated. 
E.g. what pT of hadrons are we actually sensitive to? 

(More on this later)

See also Rivet tutorial



What is a final-state parton?
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• Partons radiate more partons which hadronize. 
• Run a jet algorithm on the final-state particles

 Form a list of particles (this would be clusters / tracks at reco-level)
 Merge the smallest pair according to a “distance” parameter
 Iterate

• Algorithms assign each hadron to a jet. The energy/momentum of the jet 
represents the energy/momentum of the parton from the hard scatter

• Think carefully about what is included as inputs: Muons? Neutrinos?

Note: Depending on the reconstruction code, 
an electron will often form a jet initially. We 
remove these jets using overlap removal at 
both reco- and truth-level (e.g. remove any 
jets with △R < 0.4 from a prompt electron)

JHEP 0804:063,2008



• Recall decay length for a 20 GeV b-hadrons ~2 mm, they are therefore unstable and 
not included as final state particle

• However we select them experimentally by making displaced vertex selection cuts

• Common “compromise” is to associate the non-final state b-hadrons to jets.
• If a jet contains a b-hadron it is considered a particle-level b-jet

See Rivet tutorial for more details

What is a final-state b-jet
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Examples of data analysis
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Examples: CMS W+jets
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Phys. Rev. D 96 (2017) 072005
Rivet: CMS_2017_I1610623

Fiducial phase-space: 
• One dressed (ΔR<0.1) prompt muon with pT> 25 GeV, |η|<2.4
• mT > 50 GeV (using muon and prompt truth neutrino)
• Jets (exclude neutrinos and above muon): anti-kT (R=0.4) 

with pT>30 GeV, |y|<2.4, and ΔR>0.4 from the muon

(Follow data analysis cuts closely)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.96.072005


Examples: CMS EWK W+dijet
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Fiducial phase-space:

𝑙𝜐 + dijets final state

mjj > 120 GeV and jet pT > 25 

GeV 

Data analysis cuts:

jet 1 pT > 50 GeV, jet 2 pT > 30 

GeV

mjj > 200 GeV

pT balance cut

pT lepton > 20 GeV, |𝜂| < 2.4

arXiv:1903.04040 (Submitted to EPJC)

No Rivet routine

🤔 Why such a large extrapolation?


EW
(Wjj)= 6.23  0.12 (stat)  0.61 

(syst) pb

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1903.04040


More recent top results
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Eur. Phys. J. C76 (2016) 538
ATLAS_2015_I1404878

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-016-4366-4


More recent top results
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Eur. Phys. J. C76 (2016) 538
ATLAS_2015_I1404878

😀

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-016-4366-4


Higgs results
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ATLAS-CONF-2019-029



Higgs results
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ATLAS-CONF-2019-029

😀



Background subtraction (or not?)
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Fake 
backgrounds 
(reducible)

Similar final 
state

Identical 
final state 

(irreducible)

Background subtraction (or not?)
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Fake 
backgrounds 
(reducible)

Similar final 
state

Identical 
final state 

(irreducible)

These should be subtracted by 
experimentalists and systematic 
uncertainties quantified

Background subtraction (or not?)



Identical final-states

• Quantum mechanics tells us processes with identical final states will interfere 
and cannot be calculated separately

• Sometimes this is a huge effect and separating out diagrams breaks gauge 
invariance

• Other times the effect is quite small and attempts are made to isolate certain 
processes

Emily Nurse Measurement and Monte Carlo 42



Identical final-states example: l+l- VBF
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JHEP04(2014)031

Rivet: ATLAS_2014_I1279489

2

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP04(2014)031


Identical final-states example : l+l- VBF
(is actually EWK l+l- plus dijets)
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“The VBF process cannot be isolated due to a large 
destructive interference with the electroweak Z-
boson bremsstrahlung process.”

JHEP04(2014)031

Rivet: ATLAS_2014_I1279489

+                              + … 

2

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP04(2014)031


Identical final-states example : l+l- VBF
(is really actually l+l- plus dijets)
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+                              +                              + … 

2

JHEP04(2014)031

Rivet: ATLAS_2014_I1279489

Its usually good to also  include an inclusive 
measurement with no assumptions or 
subtractions made

𝑍

𝜇+, 𝑒+

𝜇−, 𝑒−

𝑞

𝑞

𝑞

𝑞

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP04(2014)031


Example: ttbar is actually WW+jets is 
actually l+ET

miss+jets
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Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 563

JHEP 05 (2018) 077

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5084-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2018)077
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Fake 
backgrounds 
(reducible)

Similar final 
state

Identical 
final state 

(irreducible)

These should be subtracted by 
experimentalists and systematic 
uncertainties quantified

In general it is dangerous to 
isolate certain Feynman 
diagrams. In some cases it is a 
reasonable approximation but 
treat with caution and try to 
measure an inclusive 
observable too!

Background subtraction (or not?)



Similar final-states example: Soft-QCD
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 105 (2010) 022002
Rivet: CMS_2010_S8656010

New J. Phys. 13 (2011) 053033
Rivet: ATLAS_2010_S8918562

Single Diffractive subtracted off

Final-state particle definition

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.022002
https://iopscience.iop.org/1367-2630/13/5/053033/


Similar final-states example: Soft-QCD
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 105 (2010) 022002

Single Diffractive subtracted off

Rivet: CMS_2010_S8656010

Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 697
Rivet: CMS_2018_I1680318

Final-state particle definition

New J. Phys. 13 (2011) 053033
Rivet: ATLAS_2010_S8918562

Final-state particle definition

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.022002
http://dx.doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-018-6144-y
https://iopscience.iop.org/1367-2630/13/5/053033/


Similar final-states example: pT
miss + jets
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Fiducial phase-space:
pT

miss + jet(s)
No charged leptons with 𝜂 < 2.5, pT > 7 GeV
+ others….

Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 765
Rivet: ATLAS_2017_I1609448

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5315-6


Similar final-states example: pT
miss + jets
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Fiducial phase-space:
pT

miss + jet(s)
No charged leptons with 𝜂 < 2.5, pT > 7 GeV
+ others

Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 765
Rivet: ATLAS_2017_I1609448

Wl𝜈 with “out of acceptance” leptons
contribute ~ the same as Z𝜈𝜈!

• In this paper: background determined using control regions+MC, and subtracted
• Perhaps these W’s should be included as part of the “signal” definition? 

 This leaves the data uncontaminated and as close to “what we see” as possible.
 Removes dependence on control regions and MC extrapolation between regions

• But be careful of fiducial phase-space definitions: e.g. out-of-acceptance muons should 
be included as invisible in a particle-level pT

miss definition!

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5315-6


Where to compare nature to our 
ideas?
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Raw 
detector 
readout

Zero model 
dependence.

Each specific theory must follow all 
implications through to final state particles 
and full detector simulation, including 
specific run conditions and time-dependent 
calibrations. 



Where to compare nature to our 
ideas?
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Reconstructed 
objectsRaw 

detector 
readout

Calibrations applied which 
may have some dependence 
on models, but minimal and 
dependence can be 
controlled.

Theory must follow all 
implications through to final 
state and at least some 
parameterised
approximation of detector 
resolution and efficiency. 



Where to compare nature to our 
ideas?
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Reconstructed 
objectsRaw 

detector 
readout

Fiducial
final state 
particles

In addition to calibrations, 
need unfolding for resolution 
and efficiency, though 
uncertainties can generally 
be controlled.

Need to predict the 
exclusive final state.



Where to compare nature to our 
ideas?
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Reconstructed 
objectsRaw 

detector 
readout

Fiducial
final state 
particles

Process/ 
Intermediates

In addition to previous, need theory 
extrapolations into unobserved regions, 
theory background subtractions, and 
corrections for soft/long distance physics.

Can integrate over 
inclusive phase spaces and 
ignore soft/long distance 
physics.



Where to compare nature to our 
ideas?
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Reconstructed 
objectsRaw 

detector 
readout

Fiducial
final state 
particles

Process/Inter
mediates

EFT 
Parameters

In addition to previous, interpret in a particular 
(simplified?) model.

Need to think 
about running 
from high 
energies, but 
not much else…



Where to compare nature to our 
ideas?
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Reconstructed 
objectsRaw 

detector 
readout

Final 
state 

particles
Process/Inter

mediates

EFT 
Parameters

UV 
Para-

meters

In addition to all previous, interpret in a particular UV complete model.
Have a good 
idea, then 
play golf.



Where to compare nature to our 
ideas?
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Reconstructed 
objectsRaw 

detector 
readout Intermediates

EFT 
Parameters

UV 
Para-

meters

Fiducial
final state 
particles



BSM searches : detector corrections
• Typically done at reco-level, the paper sets limits on parameters in a given model by 

comparing to reco-level MC predictions

• But data in a given analysis can be sensitive to many BSM theories, how to re-
interpret these?

• Many people working on how to reinterpret reco-level results, e.g. by using fast detector simulation 
(can be interfaced with Rivet)

• Another option is to correct for detector effects and allow comparisons with “truth-level” predictions. 
Some sensitivity may be lost due to binning but much easier to reinterpret 
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Distinction between BSM search and SM measurement becomes blurred:
• We measure the data in certain final-states and compare to the best SM predictions.
• We should do this more in regions particularly sensitive to new physics
• Important to stick to the ”measuring a final-state” philosophy

See Contur (https://contur.hepforge.org) and Thursday’s tutorial which uses all analyses in 
Rivet to constrain BSM parameter space.
Sometimes surprises occur and a certain model pops up in multiple final states we havn’t
thought of yet.

https://contur.hepforge.org/


BSM searches : detector corrections
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JHEP 04 (2019) 048Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 765

FYI: There are not many BSM motivated measurements like this, get involved!

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP04(2019)048
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5315-6


BSM searches: backgrounds
• Often backgrounds to BSM searches are predicted using constraints from “control regions”. 

These can be:

 similar final states, or 

 the same final-state with different kinematic cuts

• This can be very useful, especially when modelling is bad, and can reduce systematic 
uncertainties a lot. 

Emily Nurse Measurement and Monte Carlo 61

But it can limit re-interpretation, what if a BSM theory leads to final state particles in 
the control region too?

BSM signal SM background Control region

𝑙−

𝑙+



BSM searches: backgrounds and unfolding

One possible solution:
• Unfold and publish the signal region and the control 

region with correlation information

• Control region constraints can then be made for models 
that allow it but not for others

Emily Nurse Measurement and Monte Carlo 62

These are all quite new ideas, lots of room for studies and analyses, get involved!



Summary
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 Correct (carefully) for detector effects (maybe even for 
BSM searches)

 Measure in your fiducial phase-space
 Think carefully about subtracting “backgrounds”
 Keep the data as clean and model independent as possible



Summary
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 Correct (carefully) for detector effects (maybe even for 
BSM searches)

 Measure in your fiducial phase-space
 Think carefully about subtracting “backgrounds”
 Keep the data as clean and model independent as possible

And the rewards will follow


